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It is that time of the year again!

As preparations are on in full swing to welcome the adorable 'Elephant god', Greenolution urges all employees 
to practice eco-friendly celebrations.

If you're planning to bring home a Ganesha idol -
1. Make sure it is eco-friendly, i.e. not made of POP or any other non-degradable material
2. Make sure you opt for green celebrations too -                a) Try and use minimal arti�cial lighting around the idol. Go for 'natural' diyas. Not only are they a great way                  of going 'green', it lends the entire landscape a serene view!
     b) Distribute prasad in bowls made of leaves instead of the regular plastic pouches
     c)  Avoid playing devotional songs on loudspeakers, instead opt for group singing sessions
    d)  Use eco-friendly decorations
    e)  Collect the o�erings of �owers, garlands and other organic material separately, and put them in a 
           commu nity built compost pit. This compost material can be used to fertilize your garden. Dried �owers   
           can also be used to make natural colours or decorative paper for gifts.
     f) Instead of immersing Ganesh idol in a water body, it can be symbolically immersed at home.    

Got an interesting idea yourself? Share with us at greenolution@tatapower.com
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Even if you're not bringing home a Ganesha idol, you could still contribute!!!

Here's how:

This year, go a step further and convince a local pandal or your friend(s) to go 'green'! Share a write-up-
/video feature on it and get a chance to be featured on Greenolution along with your friend(s) and some 
interesting goodies!
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To know the winner for last issue

visit www.greenolution.com 

What colourless/colorless, odourless/odorless, poisonous 
polluting gas is chie�y emitted by small engines typically 
used in lawn-mowers and chainsaws, etc?A.  3 %

What highly toxic element was traditionally used in 
thermometers, posing a substantial safety and disposal 
risk? 

Send in your answers to
greenolution@tatapower.com

A.  Universal Solvency

3 4 The 1987 Montreal Protocol concerns speci�cally, and 
includes in its full title, substances that deplete what? 

 Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and sulphur/
sulfur hexa�uoride are widely referred to by what 
collective metaphorical term?
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